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Attendance 

We have continued to monitor and motivate all students to strive to be the best they can be this school 

year. I am so happy to see that we are ending the school year with three students who have 100% 

attendance and another nine students with above 90% attendance! Well done to these pupils, we are 

all so proud of you! Special shout out to Lena in Year 11, she has worked so hard to improve her 

attendance during her time at Orchardside and left Year 11 with the best attendance in her whole year! 

Well done Lena! We know  is a constant area for development , we really thank all parents 

and carers for their ongoing support.  A special thanks from me to Lois for her incredible resilience and 

hard work to improve attendance and punctuality . 

Message from the Headteacher 

I would like to take this opportunity to extend my thanks to parents and carers for their continued 

support over the year.  I would also like to congratulate all students and thank them for the very 

positive year that we have had.  We would like to wish everyone a safe and restful holiday period 

and would encourage children to sign up to summer activities in Enfield where they can.  There is a 

superb offer at the moment, Orchardside is also running a camp for the first two weeks.  Please call 

reception for more information. Some of the staff from our Taskforce will be working through the 

holidays and they will be in contact to see if you or your family need any support.  We look forward to 

seeing everyone in September, enjoy the break , take care. 

Celeste 

 

 

 

It was our busiest year ever! Thanks to the hard work of Daniel 

and Bobbi.  Our students enjoyed getting their hair done, 

playing football, trampolining, playing basketball, playing 

video games, and chatting with each other and staff every 

day after school.  A huge thanks to Shakira for running our 

Hair Club.  She has created an amazing environment 

...Come and get your hair done ! 

 

After School Club 

Jamie’s Farm 

 Our students enjoyed more trips to Jamie’s Farm this year where they switched 

off their mobile phones and enjoyed being in the countryside. Groups of 

students spent time working on a farm, tending to animals, and making food 

from produce grown on the farm. Next year we have two trips booked in, see 

Kevin if you are interested …...This year even the Headteacher was able to go!   
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Physical Education 

Well done to all the students who have participated in sporting events this year. 

We have shown some amazing talents through many activities with some real 

successes. In the Autumn term, we took part in the AP Sports Federation Football 

competition and saw off all opponents to win the competition. We also 

competed in the Trampoline contest at Edmonton against mainstream schools finishing second. 

Later in the year we took part in the badminton competition in Romford and Ismail came second. 

Unfortunately, our basketball competition was cancelled but we did have a great team who were 

well prepared for the challenge. During this time, we also provided an amazing experience at 

Nazing Horse riding centre to key stage three students. 

Finally, into the summer term, we completed our competition calendar with an Athletics day against 

five other AP schools in Southend. This was a really positive experience as the students were very 

sporting towards other schools and really appreciated each other’s talents. We are awaiting the 

final results, but we have a good chance of being in the top three going on our results in the races 

we were 1. 3rd 100m 2. 3rd 200m 3. 2nd 800m 4. 1st in the 4 x 100m relay. We are looking forward to 

rounding off the school academic year with our epic Sports Day .  Thanks to all staff and students 

who support us throughout the year. 

 

 

Tall Ships residential  

The students of Orchardside School recently experienced sailing a 72 ft Challenger Yacht around 

the south coast of England and the Isle of Wight in partnership with the Tall Ships Youth Trust for 

four nights and five days. The students navigated and sailed the vessel both day and night and 

they all completed and successfully passed their Royal Yachting Association course – 

Competent Crew. 

Students within their groups gained experience and hands on skills such as teamwork, 

navigation, leadership skill, communication skills and best of all loads of fun and laughter on 

board. 

Overall, all students enjoyed the option and all students had big smiles in their faces at the end 

of the voyage. A year 8 said, ‘It was fun, I learnt how to navigate at night and if I had the chance, 

I would do it again!’. A year 10 commented, ‘ I enjoyed the experience and will do it again!’ 

Thanks to Duane , Dawn and Simon for going on the first trip of its kind.  
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Key Stage 4 Performing Arts 

Our year 10 and 11’s did amazing work this year with a resounding 99% 

achieving their predicted grade of either Bronze or Silver Arts Award! A 

diverse group in terms of their focus and talent.  They made short films, 

mini documentaries, make up tutorials and Tik Tok videos and of course 

they loved working in the recording studio. They recorded and mixed a 

total of 142 tracks! Mad ting! They also showed real generosity and leadership when helping the 

younger ones to learn new skills. Overall, a bright and talented group who have achieved a lot 

this year! 

Key Stage 3 Drama 

Year 8 and 9 students studied Superhero Archetypes, Trestle Mask Work, Panto, Issue-

based drama, as well as Moral Dilemma in Film and Television Drama. They devised 

their own modern-day Pantomime 

with a Twist, Little Red on Road year 9s 

and Joaquin and the Beanstalk 

Browser year 8s, which they then filmed 

and edited into short videos. 
 

 

‘You know my bars so hard coz I’m cold at rhyming, I won’t even stop the grind 
till my family’s smiling’ 

 

This year has been a very successful year for English and Literacy at Orchardside.  With 100% of all 

GCSE pupils completing their exams as well as exams for Functional Skills, we are very proud of the 

work ethic and resilience shown by our students.  Being the first-year group to sit an exam after the 

pandemic, they deserve a tremendous round of applause for their 

dedication and achievements. I hope you are as excited as us to see their 

results in August. 

To celebrate and showcase the amazing talents of our hard-working 

students, Orchardside’s first anthology “Tales From the Orchard” is now 

available for you to enjoy while visiting the school.  A copy can be found in 

reception.  Why not have a read while waiting? 

Literacy work in the school saw the development of DEAR reading.  Studies 

show that where young people read or are immersed in reading then their communication and 

comprehensions skills improve. We are excited to see our learners becoming more comfortable 

with seeing books and also getting engaged in making decisions about what 

they would like to read. 

During lunch, INTO FILM brings literacy and entertainment together allowing 

staff and pupils to interact over a film. 

English Department 
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And as we wrapped the year up, it was fitting to reward those hard-working young people in our 

midst who stood above and beyond their peers.  This was achieved in collaboration with Jack 

Petchey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What a brilliant afternoon celebrating our lovely Year 11’s leaving us and entering a new phase in 

their lives! The students that attended dazzled us with their best attire as parents looked on proudly. 

Joining us for the afternoon were our governors Catherine Goodwin and Has Yusef.  

Kymani composed a fantastic speech encouraging the Year group to “Live their life’s - you only 

have one!” Kymani was given the Headteacher Award and was also awarded Student of the Year; 

as voted by staff for her drive and determination,  but also her leadership skills shown since her arrival 

at Orchardside. 

This was closely followed by Liam who was runner up and Rueian in third place who despite several 

personal challenges managed to overcome and sit all her GCSE exams! 

Sports Person of the year was given to two of our Sporting Stars, Liam for Basketball and Charlie for 

his amazing acrobatics on the trampoline. 

The Student Awards (as voted by students) and the A-Z PowerPoint always guarantee a laugh and 

allows parents and students to see staff and themselves in a more relaxed, fun manner after all the 

hard work preparing for exams. 

We would like to thank parents for attending The Leavers Assembly and wish all our Yr.11s the best 

of luck in their future endeavours! 

 

 

 

 

Farewell to our 

wonderful Year 11’s 
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Kymani’s Valedictorian Speech 

I never thought I would end up in a unit, but here I am. My start here was very hectic, but I wanted to start 

Orchardside with a fresh start and leave all the negative behaviours behind. Orchardside School taught 

me to be patient and reconsider my actions even though it was hard sometimes. But being here allowed me 

to be me. It allowed me to realise my full potential and work towards my goals. I formed a strong bond 

with the teachers who accepted me for who I am and always there to support me. On behalf of all the 

students…follow your dreams, live your life, you only have one, the past can’t be changed, opinions don’t 

define your reality, everyone’s journey is different, and kindness is free.  
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Maths Department 

This academic year has been a successful one for the Maths department at Orchardside and the 

department would like to take this opportunity to thank all the students for their hard work this year 

and for their enthusiasm to their studies. A special mention to the year 11’s who showed dedication 

in sitting their iGCSE Math exams. This is the first year we have run the iGCSE’s in the subject and the 

students have shown their resilience in the move over to the new specification and exam structure. 

Our KS3 students had the honour of attending a robotics workshop at Legoland and the feedback 

from the organisers was that the behaviour, engagement, and enthusiasm was amazing – so well 

done to all the students that took part, you made the department proud! 

Our first year of running our virtual school economy has been a success. Money is earnt by attending 

school on time and by carrying out ‘jobs’ in their subjects and the wider school. Students pay ‘rent’ 

virtually for their desks and can lose money for poor behaviour. The aim of the school economy 

system is to reward attendance and good behaviour whilst adding to students’ cultural capital by 

giving them a chance to practice money management, a vital life skill for success. We encouraged 

students to save and budget their income and expenditure and we were very excited to reward 

our top ten earners each half term with a reward, with the last one of the year being a trip to Aqua 

Action were students ran an obstacle course on water. 

 We would like to remind all students that IXL and MathsWatch are available over the summer 

holiday period and recommend using them 2-3 times a week for 30 minutes to keep math skills fresh. 

All students have an individual MathsWatch login using the format as follows: 

Username: j.smith@orchardside (example for John Smith) 

Password: Mathswatch (case sensitive) 

Lastly and most importantly, we wish all the students a fantastic summer break 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Partnerships with Police 

This year Orchardside staff delivered training around special educational needs alongside 

our speech and language therapist to 120 police officers across varying portfolios - safer 

neighbourhoods, schools’ team, town centre teams, violence suppression unit, public 

protection, exploitation team and senior leadership in the Metropolitan Police. The sessions 

were interactive with the use of Kahoot questions survey to test officer’s knowledge of SEND. 

Officers said, ‘It’s been an eye opener we weren’t aware’ and SLT Supt Jason Stewart and 

CI Waterfield described the input as  ...‘Excellent training’  
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The specialist Alterative Provision Taskforce in partnership with the DfE  

We are one year into our work with the Department for Education to set up an early help 

service that provides support to our families on school site. The Taskforce is a selection of 

multi-agency staff who bring different expertise, knowledge, and practice into providing 

the most effective support for our children and young people. The Taskforce enables 

support to be identified earlier. This has enabled more effective and targeted intervention 

where our students have their needs addressed appropriately and families feel more 

supported by increased partnership working. 

 

Goodbye 

This year we say goodbye and thanks to colleagues who are leaving 

us for new career opportunities.  This year after over a decade of 

service Jazleen leaves us for a new school.  I would like to thank 

Jazleen for her dedication over the years.  Nazia is also leaving us 

and although she has only been here for a few years, I am sure you 

will agree her impact in Maths has been remarkable.  Nazia leaves 

us for a promotion to Senior Leadership.  We are sorry to lose staff at 

any time, but we wish our colleagues well in their new schools.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


